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Abstract: 
The sound characteristic of brass wind instruments is determined hiahlv bv - .  . 
transients: the starting transients, slurs (transients between two notes), etc. 
Experiments with musicians revealed, that there is a distinct difference in sound 
characteristic which depends on the type of valve (rotary-, perinet valve,...). Ncw 
investiaations show that i t  i s  not orimarilv the t v ~ e  ofvalve which determines 
the sound difference, but the valve's locaiion wiihin the cylindrical tube. Using 
newly developed computer-systems, the acoustical characteristics within the 
instrument during a slur can be illustrated by  threedimensional diagrams. 

l. INTRODUCTION 
Whether a slur with a brass wind instrument 
can be executed successfully or not depends 
on the acoustical behaviour of the instrument 
during the slur. An important factor is the 
transition region between the starting tone and 
the target tone. 

Two points are of interest: 
1. the length of this transition region com- F' 

pared with the overall length of the slur, k 2. the shape of impedance for this region 
(high or low). . . .i ... * 
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2. MEASURING METHODS 
I n  order to achieve the impedance 
characteristic during a slur, it was necessary 
to make many measurements during the 
Valve action. On this behalf the distance 
between "not pressed" and "pressed" valves ,.. ;*,;,&,V . . .  .: - - - . . 
was subdivided into 30 parts. This means, 
that an impedance measurement was made "-".,-- -' '"- 
each 0.5mm for the perinet valve and every Fig.1: Mechanical devices for subdividing .c 
3" of rotation for the rotary valve. the valve movement into 30 parts: 








